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By Smith, Alexander McCall.

Anchor. 1 Paperback(s), 2007. soft. Book Condition: New. On Zebra Drive and Tlokweng Road many
changes are afoot, in this eighth installment of the delightful Alexander McCall Smith cozy series
(following Blue Shoes and Happiness). Mma Precious Ramotswe's husband Mr. J.L.B. Matekoni
wants to be put in charge of a case involving an errant husband, and Mma Makutsi is considering
leaving the agency, taking her near-perfect score on the Botswana Secretarial College typing exam
with her. Meanwhile, Mma Ramotswe has been asked to investigate a series of unexpected deaths at
the hospital in Mochudi. "Not since the early books in the series have the land and its people been so
lovingly and lyrically described," assayed the Miami Herald, while the Oregonian noted, "McCall
Smith's fans seem to hunger for the kindness, dignity and humor he celebrates in Mma Ramotswe,
and this book will not disappoint them." The first book in the series, The No. 1 Ladies' Detective
Agency, was voted one of the International Books of the Year and the Millennium by London's Times
Literary Supplement, and inspired the HBO television series of the same name. The agency at first
consists of one woman: the charismatic Mma Precious Ramotswe ("the...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got read. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way and it is merely a er i
finished reading through this pdf in which really transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Sha yne Schneider-- Sha yne Schneider

It is simple in go through preferable to comprehend. It is full of wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin
to read the book.
-- Leif  Pr edovic-- Leif  Pr edovic
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